Geschwender
Wall systems
Our wall systems are perfect in every sense…

…They can be mounted as facing walls onto existing walls or
stand free in the room. All architectural ideas can be realised
with our wall systems even ignoring existing structure.

In doing so, we attach particular importance to the composition
of the materials. Unlike traditional wall constructions with brick
or plaster board, our systems guarantee that they are 100%
water-resistant. Moreover, the panel construction can be
dismantled.
In the case of water leakage or if it becomes necessary to
access technical equipment which is covered, the panels
can be removed and re-installed without the use of tools and
without causing any damage.

Besides helping with maintenance, this option has the additional
effect that damaged surfaces or surfaces which are no longer
modern can be swiftly replaced at low cost. You can be sure
that the appearance of your building will be impeccable and
modern at all times.

Mapet, Herrenberg
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Who says that hidden systems must always be inconspicuous…
The Geschwender panel system is based on a self-

forms the appearance. It is the expression of an almost

supporting, aluminium frame construction which cannot

timeless design which can stand on its own, but which

be seen and onto which HPL Compact panels are fitted.

also harmonises greatly with other stylistic elements which
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A reduced, cubic style with distinctive, horizontal gaps

include more shapes.

Solarium cubicles with self-opening sliding doors
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Toilet cubicles and wall cladding in
HPL-Compact Patina decor, glass
doors and privacy screens.

Dippner, Berlin
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Panelling in the sauna relaxation room. Glass lighting
track illuminated from behind emphasises the gaps.
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Frontal sliding frosted glass wall, entirely illuminated with
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flowing changing colours.

Facing wall in a toilet room
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Individual cubicles or changing
cabins for families or disabled
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persons, in various shapes and
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sizes.
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Partition walls…
…you have the choice with our standard partition wall

circular profiles, HPL compact boards and specific

system. Be it separate changing areas for men and

fittings for the cubicles, almost all common privacy screen

women with individual cubicles, joint locker areas with

elements can be realised. Through the HPL boards being

changing cabins, family changing cabins or other priva-
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Optionally
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fitted to the circular pipe without catch, the Geschwender
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with

duct

walls

constructed out of panels which
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cy screens. With the construction finished in aluminium

can be dismantled.

partition walls also follow unconventional layouts.
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Can be also used in all areas
which are directly exposed to
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splash water on account of their
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water-resistant construction.
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Classic changing cubicle with the
function of separating wet and
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dry sides.
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On account of the surface of the
HPL boards which is resistant
to chemicals and easy to clean,
they can also be used in areas in
which a high degree of hygiene
is required.
Your Notes
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